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Much•contemporary research in Social Psychology involves the 
investigation of the variables influencing "conformity", exem-
plified by the work of Sherif (1936). Included in this area are 
researches into the area of "compliance'' as typified by the studies 
of Asch (1951, 1956). There is no differentiation in the meaning 
of these terms in the research literature, and one of the objectives 
of this study was to illustrate the differences between conformity 
and compliance as related to interpersonal behavior. 
The purpose of this study was to replicate and extend the work 
of Asch (1951, 1956) by initially using an experimental group set-
ting with a unanimous majority of eight confederates versus a naive 
minority of one critical subject in a perceptual discrimination 
task involving the commission of deliberately erroneous judgments by 
the majority, with the prediction that the critical subjects will 
commit significantly more errors than a control group. This was 
the replication portion of the study. Asch (1951, 1956) has already 
reported that the naive minority of one (Alones) do commit signifi-
cantly more errors than does a control group. 
Subsequently, this study extended the work of Asch by intro-
1 
ducing naive partners into the experimental setting whereby in one 
situation the partners were previously unfamiliar with each other 
('fogetherness), and in the other situation they were acknowledged 
iii 
friendso 'I'he prediction was that significantly less errors would be com-
mitted by the Friends than by the Togetherness subjects, who in turn, 
should commit significantly less errors than the alone subjects, 
Bef o:re conducting such a study it is imperative that the experi-
menter be familiar with all the variables that influence conforming be-
havior. The selection of competent confederates is critical, as the 
quality of their performances may strongly influence the data (Leik, 
1965). Since human subjects must be used, concern must lie with their 
comfort, consideration, and dignity, Finally, a well planned and care-
fully screened list of naive,subjects must be constructed for selection 
of critical subjects. The screening aspect concerns the el:bnination 
of subjects who might introduce a biasing variable into the experiment, 
a.go race, sex, age, and/or social affiliations. 
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Much recent research in the investigation of variables influencing 
conforming behavior in group contexts utilize the Aschi~i.n technique 
whereby naive subjects are required to make verbal judgments concern-
ing the relative lengths of lines in a group context, The crucial 
aspect of the experiment lies in the manipulation of awareness of 
the true1nature of the experiment by the experimenter. Specifically, 
the other members of the group are in fact confederates of the experi-
menter who have been previously instructed by him to lie deliberately 
on certain trials in order to produce pressures on the naive subjects 
to yield in their judgments by moving toward the majority judgment" 
In his original study Asch (1951) tested the responses of a single 
naive subject versus a unanimous majority, and later he introduced a 
partner into the situation who had been previously instructed to agree 
with every judgment of the naive subject. He later replicated this 
work (Asch, 1956) with a more elaborate design and obtained results 
similar to those of the original study, namely, that most naiYe sub-
jects successfully resist yielding to the pressures of the majority, 
In the single naive versus the majority an error rate of 35'/b was re-
corded. • Introducing an informed partner aided in the naive subjects 1 
attempts to resist the pressures of the majority, as errors were re-
1 
2 
duced to ;13%, These figures contrast with a 7,4% error rate for a con-
i 
trol grotip. ·others have performed research in this area using similar 
designs such as the Crutchfield apparatus, to test the responses of 
children versus adults, male versus female, etc., in attempts to meas-
i 
ure yielding to majority pressures in the framework of a judgmental 
task, 
Statement of the Problem 
The ;problem that has been specifically investigated in this study 
i 
involves :an extension of Asch 1 s 1951 study. Two different partner situ-
ations w~re contrived, the first in which one partner was previously un-
known to the other critical subject and, unlike Asch's situation, was 
unaware qf the true nature of events. In the other partner situation, 
the pair of naive subjects were specifically selected on the basis of 
their be\ng prior friends. The assumption underlying this design was 
that the :presence of a partner constitutes a reinforcing stimulus that 
helps to .stabilize and structure the perceptual frame of reference of 
the organism. The presence of a partner who is also a friend should 
provide even more reinforcement for the organism in terms of the previ-
ously existing positive relationship between the two subjects. 
The primary purpose of this study, therefore, was to determine 
empirically whether the presence of a partner who was a friend would 
significantly reduce yielding by the critical subjects to the pressures 
of the majority, as contrasted with yielding by partners in the same 
experimental setting that were not previously acquaintod. 
3 
Limitations of the Study 
This study, of necessity, required the use of human subjects, and 
as Fisher (1936) and others have noted, the needs and welfare of these 
people must be giYen primary consideration. This places a great burden 
on the experimenter, primarily in his selection of a population from 
which he 'must extract his sample of subjects. It would be more desir-
able perhaps, not only from a statistical viewpoint, to select appro-
priate samples from the world at large than from such a restricted 
population as an undergraduate student body. However, sampling from 
' 
such a P?pulation may be justified with regard to the limitations of 
the predictions. In addition, a review of the literature suggests 
that comparable results are obtained in a study of this nat:ure when 
utilizing varied subject sources. 
Clarification of Terms 
'rhe control gro:up, as specified herein, identifies those subjects 
who give verbal responses of judgment in the absence of group pressures. 
The experimental situation whereby a single naive subject makes verbal 
judgments in the company of the eight confederates of the experi.menter 
is hereafter identified as the Alone situation, The introduction of a 
naive partner who has no previous acquaintance with the other nai;re 
:subject ;will be referred to as the Togetherness Dyad. F'inally, the 
setting wherein two na.iye friends are subjected to the pressures of the 
majority is identified as the Friends Dyad, 
11Ciitical" subjects are naive subjects. and "critical trials 11 are 
those itj which evaluations for errors take place. while any response of 
a critical subject that is in agreement with the erroneous expressed 
judgment of the majority constitutes one error. 
4 
CHAPI'ER II 
REITIEld OF TID::: LITERATURE 
Historically~ social psychologists have attempted to analyze the 
variables that influence the social nature of mano Our contemporary 
advantage consists of infinitely more precise tools for empirical re-
search. Indeed, it is the utilization of scientific control and ran-
domization to eliminate systematic errors that enables modern social 
psycholog
1
ists to perform empirical studies in attempts to determine 
objectively the influence of these social variables. 
Many current social psychologists conduct research according to 
the pragmatic notion that data are secured in order to better the lif'e 
of :ma.no As noted by Allport (1954): 
I 
Social psychologists regard their discipline as an 
attempt to understand and explain how the thought. 
feeling and behavior of individuals are influenced 
by the actual. imagined or implied presence of other 
human beings, 
These thoughts have been referents for this study, 
Essentially. studies in conformity and compliance deal with the 
manipulation of various independent variables such as awareness. task 
difficulty, etc,. i11 order to measure the effect that they produce in 




'fhe ancient philosophers posed a question: 11 How can the individual 
be both a'. cause and a consequence of society?n, More recently O Comte 
(1839) cr$ated a hierarchy of disciplines in an attempt to answer this 
query. F~llowing Comte other social psychologists of the nineteenth 
I 
century developed the notions of pleasure-pain, egoism, sympathy, gre-
i 
I 
gariousness, imitation, and suggestion in attempts to select and develop 
I 
one simple and sovereign formula that seemed to hold the key to social 
behavior,. 
Rossi in 1908, centered upon the concepts of imitation and sugges~ 
tion in attempting to explain the antecedents of conforming behavior. 
He was followed by McDougall (1908) who posited the instinct concept of 
gregariousness. The heuristic value of some of these outmoded notions 
has been considerable for their contemporary counterparts are studies 
in conformity, compliance 0 propaganda and other areas. The French 
author Tarde (1903) fostered his concept that 11 00, imitation (is) the 
key to the social mystery,,. (and) society is imitation." 
Other scientists such as Durkheim 0 Baldwin 0 Mead and James were 
interested in the concept of imitation as a process of adjustment in 
social life. More recently 0 the notion of identification has been used 
in psychoanalytic explanations of child socialization. Cultural anthro-
pology ha~ also utilized imitation as a variable in the development and 
possession of culture. 
i 
Fina+ly, we note the use of suggestion in abnormal psychology 9 
especially in connection with hypnotism and the control of the 11 auto-
ma.tic unconscious self.n In particular, the work of Binet was an im-
7 
. ' 
portant turning point for social psychology. He invented experimental 
methods t~ deal with group behavior, and noted that eff eets of prestige 
influenced the behavior of children 9 since the leaders of experimental 
groups of children proved to be less suggestible than the followers. 
As Allport (1954) states: 
Owing largely to Binet's efforts, suggestion became a 
standard problem for academic psychology as well as for 
clinical ••• one favorite problem had to do with the con-
ditions of suggestibility. Who is suggestible? Women 
more than ••• children more than adults •.• ? No women is 
uniformly more suggestible than a man. Indeed 9 in areas 
where she is well informed, she is probably less sug-
gestible than her husband ••• 
Crutchfield (1955) and others O attempting to clarify these matters 
have noted that suggestion effects occur especially when the individual 
I 
is confro~ted by a critical situation where he cannot readily make a 
decision,:i. e. 0 when his mental organization is unstructured. This 
brings us to the more recent works of Sherif 9 Asch 9 and others in the 
areas of conformity and compliance. 
I 
Compliance and Conformity Compared 
This study is concerned with public independence and lack of inde-
pendence in the face of arbitrary 9pposition of other people. Some 
researchers in their a11.alysis of these situations would relegate this 
class of behavior to the realm of conformity. This would be an in-
appropriate categorization. The variables studied here are more cor-
rectly influded under the label of complian~e 9 for there is a consider-
, 
able diff~rence between these concepts. This difference is also implied 
i 
i 
by Asch (i956): 
While the fact of social influence is beyond doubt, 
we are only on the threshould of understanding the 
fesponsible processes. The task of inquiry in this 
region is to explore the ways in which group actions 
become forces in the psychological field of persons 
and to describe the forces within persons that co-
operate with or resist those induced by the group 
~nvironment. In the early stages of investigation the 
solution to these questions appeared obvious. The 
far-reaching compliance of persons with group demands 
was referred to a psychological tendency to 'uncritical 
acceptance' of group ideas and evaluations. General 
~bservation and controlled studies seemed to support 
the conclusion that the fundamental social-psychological 
process was that of conformity. But the notion of con-
formity is essentially a restatement 9 in the guise of an 
explanation 9 of the observable events and adds little 
to our understanding of them. 
This author believes that insufficient attention has been devoted 
' 
8 
to a clar~fication of the difference between conformity and compliance. 
From the standpoint being developed here O there has been a lack of 
differentiation in the literature as almost all authors utilize the 
term conformity when investigating variables influencing compliance. 
More understandi..ng of the phenomena contributing to the cause of com-
pliance and conformity may be obtained through a differentiation of 
I 
these terms. Thus 9 conformity shall be herein defined as the external 
responses of the organism that are consonant with social norms and 
customs as perceived 0 accepted and internalized by that organism. Here 0 
one freely accepts the norms that have been established through group 
interaction. Remove the conformer from the social setting 9 confront 
him with .a stimulus discrimination task 9 and his behavior will remain 
invariat~ with regard to the normso Essentially0 the person responds 
! 
in accor~ance w.ith his perception of the situation. 
Thi~ is to be contrasted with compliance which externally appears 
i 
identical to conformity. Here 9 one responds in a conforming manner but 
' 
9 
without the inner conviction present in conformity regarding the valid-
ity of th$ norm related with the response. Remove the person from the 
social context and he will change his response in accordance with his 
actual pe~ception of the situation. Consequently, it is compliance and 
I 
its effect on behavior which we are discussing here 0 and to avoid 
! 
confusione the term compliance will be used in this study when dis-
' I 
cussing the findings of other authors relative to this study. 
Variables Influencing Conforming Behavior 
Contemporary research and studies into the areas of conformity and 
compliance center around the manipulation of four basic types of vari-
ables: stimulus variables, group variables; personality variables; 
cultural or situation variables (Kendler 1963). 
Stimulus Variables 
A su,bject n s resistam::e to :majority opinion depends upon the size 
of the discrepancy between the correct stimulus and the 11wrong 11 stimu-
lus (Asch 0 1951 0 1956; Khan 0 1965). It is noted that more errors are 
committed in trial four than in any other trial (Asch 1955 0 1956). It 
will come as no surprise then 0 to disclose that trial four is the most 
difficult trial with the difference between the significant 1:Lnes only 
one-fourth inch. With such a slight discrepancy the stimuli are per-
ceived as ambiguous and social pressure is most successful in producing 
compliant responses. 
I 
' Several studies (Deutsch and Gera.rd 0 1955; Goldman 0 Ha.berlein and 
Feder 0 1965) have utili~ed the recall. of stimuli in making judgments 
! 
10 
and report! that greater compliance results if the subjects do not have 
the stimul~ immediately available. 
Zolman, Wold, and Fisher (1960) reported that size of the discrep-
ancy and compliance in a continuous social interaction are related in 
i 
I 
a decreasing monotonic funtion. London and Lim (1964) found that com-
' 
pliance increases directly with task difficulty, while Vaughan and 
Mangan (19:63) discovered that group pressure is resisted more when 
highly valued materials are used. 
Finaily, several other studies (Oliver, 1964; Iscoe and Williams, 
I 
1963; Blak;e, Helson and Mouton, 1957) have shown that there is signifi-
cant individual consistency in the amount of compliance in tasks hav-
! 
ing different contents. The first two studies also indicated that the 
patterning'. of critical trials within the context of non-critical trials 
is significantly important in eliciting compliance. 
other reports by Seaborne, (1962) and Wiener• Morton and Carpenter 
(1957) indicate that there is no evidence for a relationship between 
stimulus ambiguity and compliance. 
Group Variables 
Within this category several factors such as size, cohesion, status 
and unanimity are pertinent. Lott and Lott (1965) wrote a survey of 
the liter~ture relevant to group cohesion and compliance, and showed 
that most iStudies have found a direct relationship between cohesion and 
compliance. Moran (1965) found that group differences in levels of 
! 
cohesion and motivation were unrelated to compliance due to social 
11 
pressure in a judgmental perceptual situation, thus "failing to support 
lfestinger us cohesion theory. 11 Feldman and Goldfried (1962) suggested 
that the validity or non-validity of the majority response had a 
significa~t effect on compliance, while other studies found that prior 
I 
experience aids resistance to compliance and that group size is re-
! 
lated to ?ompliance in a curvilinear (inverted u) relationship 
(Rosenberg, 1961; Mausner, 1957; Asch, 1951). 
In a finding contrary to a logical, hypothetical notion, Linde 
and Patterson (1954) found that disabled men yield less to able-
bodied men confederates than they do to disabled male confederates. 
Reitan and Shaw (1964) reported that a subject's membership in many 
I 
groups was unrelated to compliance in social influence situations. 
They mention the unreliability of the measure of group membership 
as a bias. Harper and Tuddenham (1964) found that yielding to group 
pressures is unaffected by the emotional composition of the group 
I 
being rat~d as attractive or unattractive and that the probability of 
complying with an erroneous majority is a directly positively accel-
erated function of group consensus. Also, anxiety level, educational 
level, and occupational level of the father were found to be positively 
significantly related to compliance. Edmonds (1964) found that logical 
training, age, church attendance, sex and certainty of judgment were 
not significantly related to compliance. 
Luchins and Luchins (1961) reported that authority was more 
effective than the majority in influencing compliance. "Authority" 
consisted: of the experimenter uttering statements aloud after each pre-
sentation,. This is similar to a finding by Van Kravelin (1959) that 50% 
12 
of his female subjects changed estimates of line judgments after hearing 
others estimate them. 
The hypothe~is that a high reward would lead to less yielding was 
rejected in a study by Gorfein, Kindrick, Leland, McAvoy and Barrows 
(1960). They utilized the Aschian situation and 40 subjects to manipu-
late a condition of non-reward versus a condition of high reward. 
Garia (1964) compared direct verbal appeals to comply or remain inde-
pendent with indirect appeals on I light I and 'serious' off ens es dis-
guised as essays. Hes data indicated that more subjects were swayed 
toward yi!elding on I light I offenses, and the disguised appeals were 
more effe1ctive in obtaining compliance, 
Kass.ar jian and Kassar jian (1962); Whittaker, Rosenav, Farnsworth 
and Gross (1957); and Asch (1956, 1951) found that the minority member 
was predominantly accurate but still had a deflection of considerable 
estimates due to majority pressures, and that while there was much 
·individual variability in resistance to compliance the action of the 
majority controlled the level and quality of errors. Also, public 
announcement of errors increased the errors of the minority, and minor= 
ity individuals were remarkably consistent in independence, yielding 9 
or intermediateness in yielding to the pressures of the me.jo:rity. 
Othfrr recent studies concerned with group variables indicate that 
the more a person likes the members of a group, or the more he thinks 
they like him, the more he will yield (Jackson and Saltzstein 9 1958); 
that public revelation of judgment in a group context results in more 
complian9e than private judgment (Deutsch and Gerard 9 1955), and that 
people in a cooperative-group setting will comply :more than will people 
13 
in a competitive-group setting (Smith, 1965). 
Finally, Asch (1951) and Wolf and Zolman (1959) reported that the 
presence of a partner significantly reduced the percentage of error 
responses made by the minority in a group context, while Willis (1963) 
found that the presence of a partner had no effect on the extent of 
dependence on the partner's judgment. Gorfein (1964) reported that 
the presence of a partner produced greate~ compliance. The results 
of this last study were not statistically significant however. 
Personality Variables 
In this category are found all of the factors affecting compli-
ance that arise from internal and personal factors of the individual. 
Several studies have indicated that compliance constitutes a genera-
lized trait that generalizes in a trans-situational aspect (Vaughan, 
1964; Linton, 1955), and that compliance is variable and distributed 
normally, population-wise. Crowne and Liverant (1963) used the 
Rotterian concept of expectancy and applied it to personal commit-
ment in an Aschian situation. The results depict the complier as 
one who has a low expectation of success in evaluation situations, 
and less confidence, which leads to avoidant behavior to resolve the 
ensuing conflict. In effect, the defensive process increases as per-
sonal commitment increases. 
A very recent study by Goldman, Haberlein and Feder (1965) com-
pared the behavior of resistors to conformers in Aschian situations. 
Using a recall measure, they found that controls recalled more material 
than resistors or conformers, while conformers recall more than resist-
14 
ors. French, Morrison and Levinger (1960) reported that punishment 
forces and resistance forces are independent determinants of compli-
ance to coercive power a.nd that the more successful an individual vs 
past experience in groups, the more favorable is his subjective likeli-
hood of an estimate of subsequent success in group action. Also, the 
more ambiguous the information, the less confident of success is the 
individual. MacBride and Tuddenham (1965) also report that changes in 
yielding reflect changes in confidence, and that the manipulation of 
self-confidence altered susceptibility to group pressure, but did not 
obscure initial differences. 
Back and Davis (1965) utilized Aschian lines with a Crutchfield 
apparatus (lights) to test the significance of compliance in consist= 
ency across three different situations. They found a small but con-
sistent trend for subjects who complied in situation one~ to comply 
also to situat:tons two and three. Sistrunk and McDavid (1965) used 
a modified Crutchfield apparatus with a unanimous majority versus an 
individual in a judgmental task. The data indicate that predisposi-
tional achievement needs are related to task difficulty, whereas pre-
dispositional affiliation needs should be unrelated to task difficulty, 
In a very interesting study, Bogdonoff. et al. (196.5) used physio-
logical measures to examine CNS arousal of an individual who was sub-
jected to group pressure to deny clearly perceived stimuli, They found 
an increased level of arousal, which also tended to remain at a high 
level if the individual continued to resist group pressure o However. 
the arousal leYel was not as high for yielders as it was for resisterso 
Rosenberg (1963) found that increasing self-error and decreasing 
partner error were related to compliance. He had predicted that the 
perceived self-error would be greater, but the data showed perceived 
partner error to be consistently greater. 
1.5 
Two studies (Gerard, 1964; Kidd and Campbell, 1955) report that 
continued adamance in resisting compliance occurs only with public 
confrontation, while Breger (1963) found that compliance is inversely 
related to direct hostil::tty expression and directly related to covert 
hostility expressions on two disparate measures in a modified Aschian 
situation, utilizing the TAT and a situation. Finally, Milgra.rn (1965, 
1964) found that togetherness effects of a given social field will 
cause an individual to resist compliance more. In these studies, the 
subjects were instructed to administer electric shocks to stooges. 
Situational and Cultural Variables 
There are a great many studies in this category that examine sex 
differences in conforming behavior v,,TJ..th the almost unanimous finding 
that females conform and comply more than males because of learned 
cultural influences. Hollander and Gordin (1965) were the last of a 
long list of researchers to report this finding. Barry, Bacon and 
Child (1957) did a survey of certain aspects of socialization in 110 
cultures and reported that there are no sex differences in conforming 
behavior in infancy, but conforming behavior in girls becomes relatively 
greater than that exhibited by boys as they mature. 
Patel and Gordon (1960) found that young girls are more suggest-
ible than young boys, and their results are related to similar previous 
16 
experiments in this area. Tuddenham (1961) tested college students and 
children. All showed more significant yielding than did controls. The 
sex difference was analyzed to be the most significant factor, while 
the yariable of a,ge was a slightly less important factor. He found 
that women and girls yielded significantly more than did men and boys. 
Reitan and Shaw (1964) did a study on sex-compos:i.tion and reported 
that sex differences and sex-composition are related to compliance., 
The data indicated that females complied more than males and that both 
males and females complied more in a mixed-sex group than in a same-
sex group. 
Whittaker (1965) investigated the effect of sex differences on 
susceptibility to interpersonal persuasive influences using the auto-
kinetic design. His data indicate that differences may be generally 
observed in response to any persuasive influence regardless of the. 
media involved 0 due to cultural influences. Also, he reported that the 
male influence source has greater persuasion and females do comply 
more than males. McDavid and .Sistrunk (1964,) confirmed that task 
difficulty or ambiguity is a crucial limiting factor for behavior of 
a compliant nature. They suggested that stereotypes in conjunction 
with associated feminine conventional behavior may lead to consider-
able difficulty in studying differential tendencies toward conformity 
in women. 
Hollander and Gordon (1965) used a Crutchfield apparatus to 
manipulate the variable of prior reinforcement. They found that com-
pliant behavior in both men and women is positively directly related 
to the amount of prior reinforcement. Endler (1965) conducted the 
17 
only recent study that could find no sex differences in relation to 
amount of compliance. He did report that verbal reinforcement for 
agreeing with a contrived majority does influence compliance, while 
reinforcement for disagreeing with the majority produces the opposite 
effect. : 
Oliver (1964) investigated the effects of manipulation of neu-
tral and critical trials in an Aschian situation with a factorial 
design. · She predicted that the variations in the number of neutral 
trials would have differential effects upon frequency of occurence of· 
compliant responses. The data supported her prediction in that com-
pliant responses diminished significantly with an increase in neutral 
trials, and critical trials increased compliant responses more than 
alternations of critical and neutral trials.· She concluded that this 
meets reinforcement theory predictions. 
Two studies,(Mausner and Bloch, 1957; Nickols, 1965) examined 
the question of whether variables influencing conforming behavior com-
bined additively or multiplicatively. The former study indicated an 
additive relation, while the latter study indicated a possible multi-
plicativ:e relationship. In addition, Nickols 8 data show that ''environ-
mental pressures are stronger than individual personal pressures but 
that the. latter are important and cannot be ignored". 
A highly relevant study conducted by Leik (1965) should be re-
lated before leaving this area. He performed a series of experiments 
' 
to study the effects of non-content aspects of stooge behavior on 
naive subjects' perception and rating of performance. The data clearly 
showed that variations in dress and apparent confidence of stooges 
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altered the naive subjects' perceptions of their performance on in-
dividual tasks. This raises a very serious question that has mu.ch 
implication for research in the areas of social psychology, for almost 
all studies herein utilize human subjects and stooges. Specifically, 
one may question whether careless use of stooges might seriously con-
taminate data, particularly when the experimenter has assumed an 
irrelevant aspect concerning the stooge and his behavior. This author 
strove to avoid this pitfall in this study by carefully monitering 
his confederates' performances. 
In summary, we note that many independent variables such as aware-
ness, age, sex, social class, education, presence of a partner, ambigu-
ity of stimuli, size of the unanimous majority, the veritical frame of 
reference and other personality factors of the organism, the role of 
the experimenter, behavior of confederates, prior reinforcement of 
the critical subjects, and spacing of the critical trials influence 
conforming behavior. Consequently, the authorvs experimental design 
included controls for all of these variables except the presence of 
a partner and awareness of the true purpose of the experiment which 
were the manipulable variables basic to his predictions. 
Predictions of the Study 
Asch (1951) included the presence of an informed partner who was 
actually a confederate, and who was instructed to respond correctly 
on every trial. This reduced yielding of the naive subject to 13%. 
This may be interpreted as an indication that the mere presence of a 
partner constitutes a reinforcing sti.~ulus in the perceptual field of 
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the organism which functions to structure and stabilize his frame of 
reference and thus enables him to give estimates that conform more 
closely to his previously est~Jlished veritical judgmental framework. 
Thus, the presence of a partner reinforces the conformity of the naive 
subject to his personal norms relative to judgment in this task. 
This relates directly to the Togetherness Dyad and the: Friends 
Dyad whereby it is predicted that the Togetherness subjects will com-
mit significantly fewer errors than the Alones due to an increment in 
perceptual structuring of the organism due to the reinforcing stimu-
lus of presence of a partner, and further predicted that the Friends 
subjects will commit significantly fewer errors than the Togetherness 
subjects as a consequence of a greater relative increment in percep-
tual structuring by the presence of a partner who is also a friend. 
Also, consistent with Asch's previous findings, it is predicted that 
the Alones will commit significantly more errors than will the control 
group due to the reduction in the Alones 1 perceptual stability caused 
by the negative reinforcement applied by the unanimous majority. 
Subsequent to the collection of the data, a one-tailed 11StudenV s 11 
t test will be applied to determine statistical significance of the data 
relative to the predictions. Use of a one-tailed test is necessitated 
by the nature of the predictions. 
CHAP.rER III 
MEI'HOD AND PROCEDURE 
General Description 
A group of nine to ten young white female undergraduate students 
were gathered in a basement classroom of the Psychology Building to 
take part in 11 a simple fifteen minute visual discrimination experi-
ment11. They were instructed to match the length of a given line -
the standard line - with one of three other lines of varying length. 
One of the three comparison lines was equal in length to the standard 
line; the other two comparison lines differed from the standard line 
and from each other. The entire task consisted of 12 such comparisons. 
The subjects announced their judgments verbally in the order they were 
seated. "so as to allow the experimenter to record their responses 
properly". The comparison lines were numbered 1, 2 and 3 from left 
to right in order to permit the subjects to state their judgments by 
calling out the appropriate number. 
The most crucial aspect of the experiment was the manip~lation of 
awareness of the true nature of the experiment, for unknown to the 
critical subjects, prior to each trial, eight of the group had been 
instructed by the experimenter to respond on selected trials with wrong 
and unanimous judgments. Moreover, one of these confederates would 
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presentation of card pairs, respond first, This confederate had memo-
rized the sequence of numbers so as to preserve the naturalness and 
spontaneaity necessary for the experimental setting. As a precaution, 
the experimenter would call 11Ready7 11 , and the first confederate's 
name, so as to alert the entire majority that a specific trial was a 
critical one. ( 11Ready11 was called on all trials). The other confeder-
ates were instructed to always respond with the same number as the 
first confederate, so it was unnecessary for them to memorize the 
sequence. In addition, the first confederate was instructed to pick 
either of the obviously wrong choices in the event she suffered a 
memory lapse on a critical trial. This occurred twice during the 
experiment. 
One or two critical subjects were introduced into this group 
according to the desired experimental situation, whether Alone, To-
getherness Dyad, or Friends Dyad. All of these critical subjects 
heard the majority respond unanimously from time to time with estimates 
that clearly contradicted their own observations, and which departed 
from the true value by amounts ranging from one-fourth to one and three 
) 
fourths inches. Clear distinguishability of the line differences is 
shown by the low error score of the control subjects, who judged cor-
rectly at a level of 91.J .• 4%. 
To sum up, the essential nature of the research was one in which 
an experimental procedure was used to introduce dissonance between an 
entire group a~d one or two persons, while performing visual judgments. 
There were three experimental settings: the Alone subject versus the 
unanimous majority; the Togetherness Dyad versus the unanimous majority 
and ,the Friends Dyad versus the unanimous majority. 
TABLE I 
MAJORITY RESPONSES TO STANDARD AND COMPARISON 
. LINES ON 'SUCCESSIVE TRIAL.$ 0 • .. 
LENGTH OF LENGTH OF MAJORITY 
TRIALS STANDARD LINE COMPARISON LINES ERROR 
(in inches) (in inches) (in inches) 
1 2 3 
l* 7.5 5 5.75 ?.5 0 
2* 5 6.5 7 5 0 
3 8 8 1 6 1 
4 3.5 3.75 5 3.5 0.25 
5* 9 7 11 0 
6 6.5 6.5 5.25 7 . .5 - 1 
7 5.5 4 • .5 5.5 4 1 
8* 1.75 2.75 3.25 1.75 0 
9 2.5 4 2.5 2.:.21 o.87 
10 8.5 8.5 10.25 11 1.75 
11* l 3 1 2.25 0 
12 lj, • .5 4 • .5 3.5 5.5 1 
*These designate "neutral trials", i.e., trials to which the 
majority responded correctly. All other trials were "critical", 
i.e., the majority responded incorrectly. Underlined figure~ 
designate the incorrect majority responses. (From Asch, 19.52). 
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Selection of Subjects 
The initial group of confederates consisted of female undergradu-
ate students who were selected from lists of volunteers by the author. 
The nature of the experiment was explained to them as well as the roles 
they were to play. A training session was conducted, during which the 
confederates were cautioned to announce their judgments clearly and 
· firmly with no hesitation or undue haste. They were never to take 
issue with critical subjects and to be polite but, firmly non-committal 
toward any questions posed by the critical subjects during the experi-
ment. They were to look straight ahead, being careful never to feign 
surprise, smile, giggle, or laugh, or carry on conversations. They 
were particularly cautioned to not discuss the experiment outside of 
the experimental setting. 
No. histrionic talents were necessary or even desirable, and elabo-
ration was discouraged. One brief explanatory session followed by a 
single rehe:arsal was sufficient to acquaint the group to the task. It 
was advisable to have occasional critiques however, for the purpose of 
correcting certain errors, such as responding too quickly, or in a 
low voice, or bored manner. 
The critical subjects were drawn from the same population as the 
confederates, specifically, from lists of volunteers obtained from 
introductory psychology sections. The author personally appeared be-
fore as many of the sections as possible to solicit cooperation of the 
students. A prepared form requesting name, age, telephone number, re-
sidence, time available, and membership in various campussocial organi-
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zations was passed out. An additional entry was included on some forms 
for the name of "Your best friend on the campus. 11 The author would 
explain that he was conducting some brief tests in perception and that 
he needed the cooperation and assistance of the students in order to 
complete the experiment. Ex:tra credit was promised as a reward for 
' 
participation. The author was careful to state that "from eight to 
ten other women of your age would be present for each trial 11 , and that 
only one student from each section would be present for a given trial. 
They were briefed to bring glasses if normally worn. 
The author requested that knowledge of age was important due to 
"physiological differences in eyesight due to aging0 , necessitating 
the construction of homogeneous age groups in order to exclude bias 
from the data. The author then thanked the class and left. The form 
was collected from the instructor after class and the subjects screened 
for biasing characteristics such as race, physical deformities, etc. 
The critical subjects were then contacted by telephone and sched-
uled for a particular time and date, being particularly cautioned to 
be exactly on time. This prevented accidental intrusions and allowed 
the author to schedule up to four trials per evening. Subjects were 
selected on the basis of availability, age, and social group and/or 
residence. The familiarity variable was strictly controlled, particu-
larly with regard to the Togetherness Dyad where it was critically 
important that the two partners had no previous acquaintance. 
The selection of the Friends Dyad was more complex. Ideally, a 
sociogram should be used to select these subje<.:ts; the author substi-
tuted for this a plan of selection. At the time of scheduling a 
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critical subject, the author would mention that he "needed one more 
subject to complete the group", and since Miss_ was listed as a 
friend, could she possibly accompany the subject and participate in the 
test? It was casually explained that experience had shown that subjects 
were more likely not to forget their appointment if a friend accompanied 
them and even better, provide company for those "dark walks across the 
carnpus 11 to the experimental site. The subjects were invariably con-
vinced. As a check, however, the identity of the partner was obtained 
prior to the actual trial, and if another name, other than the one 
requested at the time of scheduling was given, then that person was 
thanked for her trouble and asked to wait in a small room off to the 
side, as 11we do have enough people for this tria1'1. The setting 
would then be re-classified as an Alone situation. 
Post-e.xperimental questionnaires were used to insure that criti-
cal subjects had no prior knowledge of the true nature of the experi-
ment; that Togetherness partners were not previously acquainted; and 
that friends were indeed friends. It was very critical to the suc-
cess of this research that the critical subjects be affirmed as proper 
critical subjects in that the Friends were actually friends, and the 
Togetherness subjects not be previously familiar. The use of an 
observer, who sat outside the experimental s~tting 9 and whose presence 
was explained to the subjects as a ''person who will insure that no 
mistakes are made when we record your estimates11 , aided in the re-
cording of the emotional reactions of the critical subjects. The 
observer also served as a check on possible falsification of answers 
on the questionnaires. 
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The Experimental Setting 
When the critical subjects arrived, they found the group standing 
inside the room, or waiting together outside the building, obviously 
awaiting the start of the experiment. The author would bid them enter 
and would seat them 11 according to a pre-arranged chart so that your 
responses may be recorded properly". This insured that the critical 
subjects would always be seated in the appropriate positions without 
arousing their suspicionso In an attempt to control for the affects 
of status, the room was kept as cold as possible (by turning off the 
heat), to encourage the subjects to not remove their coats. This 
prevented the subjects from discerning the quality of clothing worn by 
the others, which is usually a clue as Ito relative status of a per-
son on the part of college coeds. Since conversation was almost nil, 
and the subjects were together for such a brief time, it is felt 
that the effects of status were held to a mini1m1mo 
The author opened the proceedings by thanking all of the subjects 
for their participation and promising to take 11 only fifteen minutes of 
your time". The first pair of cards were then displayed and the 
following instructions were read: 
You are about take a test that is related to current 
tests being conducted by NASA in the Project Gemini 
space program. li\Te are attempt:lng to determine the 
suitability of women as astronauts 9 and the test 
that all of you will take here is part of a projected 
examination for potential female space program partici-
pants. Specifically, this is a task requiring the 
discrimination of lengths of lines. You see the pair of 
white cards in front. On the left is a single line and 
on the right three numbered lines 9 numbered 1 9 2 9 and 3. 
One of these three is equal in length to the line on the 
card on the left. State your judgment by calling out 
the number of the appropriate matching line. There 
will be 12 such comparisons. Please be as accurate 
as possible. You may take as much time as you need. 
I shall call upon each of you in turn to announce your 
judgment which the observer and I shall record on 
written forms. Suppose we start at my right and 
proceed to the left, starting with the front row. 
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The reading of the instructions conveyed the impression that all 
of the subjects were equally new to the situation. To strengthen the 
effect, several confederates would ask questions intended nto clarify" 
the instructions. The experimenter would carefully answer these, and 
prior to the actual start of trials, would insure that the critical 
subjects could actually differentiate the lines and read the numbers 
by asking them and randomly selected confederates: "Can you see that 
the lines are unequal and can you read the numbers?". This was to 
insure that poor eyesight was not a biasing variable. When all this 
was accomplished, the first trial was begun. Each session required 
approximately 20 minutes. 
Members of the majority served as an intact group for as long as 
possible. Confederates were replaced at times by those who had 
previou,sly served as critical subjects. The varying composition of 
the majority had no discernible effect on the outcome which was con-
sistent with the findings of Asch (1951, 1956). 
The majority consisted of eight persons. Occasionally, it was 
necessary to conduct a trial with six or seven confederates. Again, 
no discer~ible effect could be determined, and this is consistent 
with findings from previous research in this area (Asch, 1951, 1956). 
Both the majority and the critical subjects were asked to keep the 
nature of the experiment in confidence at the end of each session, 
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and this was achieved. No critical subject was allowed to leave until 
the purpose of the experiment and some of the implications had been 
explained to her. 
The critical subjects were all female, white undergraduate students 
currently attending Oklahoma State University, enrolled in a course in 
introductory psychology, and ranging in age from 17 to 24 years of age. 
The total number of critical subjects utilized was 120. Since criti-
cal subjects and confederates were drawn from the same population, 
what in effect was investigated was the influence of a group of peers 
on a minority of one, or of two. 
Unlike Asch and others, who did not control for degree of familiar-
ity with the majority, the experimenter chose critical subjects on the 
basis of non-social affiliations with confederates. No significant 
difference between Asch~s findings and those of this study can be 
traced to lack of, or control for familiarity. 
The Materials 
The lengths to be compared appeared as black vertical lines on 
white cards that were placed on the ledge of the blackboard in the 
front of the room. The cards remained in position until all had 
announced their estimates. Subsequently, the next pair were then 
placed on top, and this process was repeated until all 12 pairs had 
been presented. 
The lines were vertical black stripes, 3/8 inches wide, drawn 
with a nylon felt-tip pen and a straight-edge ruler on white drawing 
boards which had been divided into cards which were 17 1/2 by 6 inches. 
One card carried the standard line; the other card carried the three 
comparison lines. All lines started at the same level, their lower 
ends being 2 1/2 inches from the lower edge of the cards. The stand-
ard line appeared in the center of the card. while the comparison 
lines were separated by a distance of 1 J/4 inches. The comparison 
lines were numbered 1, 2, and 3 from left to right, drawn freestyle 
with a nylon tip pen. These numbers were 3/4 inches long and were 
placed directly underi-1eath the lj_nes and 1/2 inch from their lower 
end. The standard and the comparison card were always separated by 
40 inches. A distance of 15 feet was always kept between the cards 
and the first row. 
Role of the Experimenter 
In effect• the e.:xperimenter constituted a third force in the 
experimental setting. As Asch (1956) wrote: 
Although he was above the clash of battle, he lent 
weight to the conflict. Ffe know that subjects at 
times scrutinized him in order to obtain an inkling 
of his reactions. It is justifiable to say that the 
'experimenter set the tone for the formal character of 
the session ••• 
The experimenter had to act as i.mpartial chairman throughout the 
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trials. He read the instructions in a matter of fact manner. presented 
the cards and recorded responses without any show of surprise, He was 
able to refrain from continuously looking at the critical subjects 
through the employment of an observer. Often, the critical subjects 
would cast pleading looks in his direction in obvious quest of rein-
forcement, only to receive an impassive and business-like impression 
of the experimenter who appeared to be cognizant of the disagreement, 
but was not concerned about it. The experimenter's presence and ex-
ample discouraged conversations that might have occurred under less 
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f orma.l circumstances. As much as possible, he was a "constant factor". 
CHAPI'ER IV 
RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT 
The specific predictions that the Friends Dyad would resist yield-
ix1g to the pressures of the majority significantly more than would the 
Togetherness Dyad and that the Togetherness Dyad would resist yielding 
significantly more than the Alones were cori.firmed by the data. In addi-
tion, the replication portion of the experiment produced data that are 
very similar to results of' previous studies. As we shall show later. 
all errors were a function of the majority condition. 
Quantitative Findings 
The number of errors committed by the critical subjects during 
critical trials was the criterion measure of the majority effect exerted 
in the various situations. Thus, it is noted (Table II) that the con-
trol group of L~O subjects committed a total of 20 errors out of 280 
critical responses (only responses during critical trials were tabulated) 
for an error rate of 5. 6'/6. In contrast, the Alone group of Li-o sub_jects 
made 98 errors of a total of 280 critical responses for an error rate of 
35'%. There is a significant decreaqe in error rate as we progress to 
the Togetherness Dyad group of subjects. Here, the error responses for 
1-J,Q subjects of a total of 280 critical responses was 59 9 for an error 




ESTIMATE OF EXPERINENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS COMPARED WITH ASCH 1951 
TOTAL NUMBER CORRECT ESTIMATES PRO-MAJORITY 
OF ESTIMATES 
EXPERIMENT N F PERCENT F PERCENT 
-·--· . ------ --
CONTROL 40 280 260 94.6 20 5!6 
ALONE 40 280 182 65.0 98 35.0 
TOGEI'HERNESS 
DYAD 40 280 221 79.9 59 21.1 
FRIENDS DYAD 40 280 250 89.6 30 10.4 
ASCH 1951 
CONTROL 25 175 162 92.6 13 7.4 
ALONE 31 217 145 66.8 72 33.2 
ALONE PUTS 
PARTNER 18 126 110 87.0 16 13.0 
-··--.. -
cal subjects reveals such a significant reduction of errors, that the 
figures are only slightly higher than for the control group. The 40 
subjects in this category committed only 30 errors out of a possible 
280 responses. 
Statistical Analysis of the Data 
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The planned experimental design of this study was based on the 
assumption that the variables under investigation are normally dis-
tributed as was suggested by several articles mentioned in the survey 
of the literature. Therefore the statistical planning portion in-
volved a decision to apply a one-tailed "Student's" t test of signifi-
cance to the data. Subsequently, as a validating procedure, Bartlett's 
test for homogeniety of variance was applied to all the sample data 
since the respective sample variances appeared to be slightly heter-
ogeneous. The assumption for equality of variances was accepted at 
the • 01 level. This validated the subsequent application of the t cri-
terion to the data 11 since Bartlett I s test has been shown to be quite 
sensitive to non-normality. 11 (Ostle, 1963). 
Consequently, a.11 · the predictions were confirmed in that the Friends 
Dyad committed significantly less errors than the Togetherness Dyad 
(t=3.04, p<.005) whil$ the Togetherness Dyad committed significantly 
less errors than the Alones (t=2.94, p<.005) and the control group com-
mitted significantly less errors than the Alones (t=6.30, p<.0005). 
Discussion of Data 
Inspection of the data (Table II) reveals that the majority of 
the critical subjects' responses were resistant to the majority pres-
sures. Even the Alone group which was the most susceptible, resisted 
compliance at a 65 % rate. Examination of the Togetherness and Friends 
data reveals even more resistance, with rates of 79.9% and 89.6%, 
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respectively. Note that JJ subjects out of a total of 120 resisted com-
pliance completely, i.e. , made O errors. Also note that the number of 
completely successful resisters increases as a function of situation, 
with most of these subjects (20) derived from the Friends Dyad (Table III). 
Nonetheless, despite the majority of correct responses, there is 
still a marked movement toward the norm established by the confederates 
which indicates that their influence was felt. Even the most independ-
ent crj.tical subject felt the impact of the majority pressure as was 
indicated by their emotional responses. 
Qualitative Findings 
Several independent subjects replied to the judgments of the major-
ity in an almost defiant manner, all the while exhibiting manifest signs 
of anxiety such as nervous movement, intense conce:ntration 9 flushed faces 
and biting fingernails. There follows some typical oral statern.ents of 
critical subjects who made O errors: 
At first I thought it was kind of simple--and boring. 
Then, the third time around, I noticed that the others 
had called a different number from the one I judged to· 
be. the correct one. At. first I thought I must have been 
crazy or something; then I decided that they were the 
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I must be crazy or something ••• Pm sorry, but that's the 
way I saw it. I know so. many others can't be wrong.,. 
I really thought they were right, but I didn't want it to 
look like I was conforming ••• 
I decided that the others were just going along with 
the first girl because she seemed to be calling the 
tune, and I was if I were going to conform just 
because they were- afraid to be different. o o 
I knew something was wrong. I thought at first it was 
the angle from which I was viewing the cards, but I 
decided that I couldn 1t answer any other way because 
tha.t was the way I actually saw it. Yes, disagree-
ing with the others really upset me ••• 
About half way through, I began to suspect that some-
thing was funny! It seemed strange that nobody else 
ever disagreed with anyone but me. This made me angry 
and I was determined not to let it sway me ••• 
I could see that they were all wrong and I was all 
right ••• 
The following are some oral statements by subjects who committed 
moderate numbers of errors: 
I guess I called that number because I was afraid of 
going against the crowd, you might say. After the 
first few times, I got my courage back and actually 
called them as I saw them ••• 
Well, at first I thought this thing was a bit ridicu-
lous. But, when that third pair of cards was put up, 
and I saw one thing and the girls who went before me 
said something else, it sort of upset me and I fig-
ured Pd better go along. But, after a few more ti.111.es, 
I could see that they were wrong and I was right ••• 
Yes, you might say I went along a few times because 
I was afraid to go against the others, but most of 
the time I decided to stick up for myself ••• 
Finally, here are some oral remarks of critical subjects who re-
sisted few times or never: 
I thought it was because of my poor eyesight. I can't 
see 11.rithout my glasses •• .yes, I can see that, it us 11um-
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ber three. (Told she answered number one during the 
trial) ••• Oh, I can't believe that! ••• 
(Very low voice) ••• Yes, I can see it's number three 
now, but I really thought it was the first time I 
saw it but it didn't occur to me until after I 1d 
said it was number one! ••• 
I ~Jess I was just afraid to go against the rest. I 
knew that the numbers I was calling out at times were 
not correct ones ••• (This subject had become so emo-
tionally overwrought that she had turned white and 
was trembling violently. ) 
Now that I s the wa.y I really saw it! (Told about the 
true purpose of the experiment, her face reddens~ she 
stammers) ••• Oh that n s awful! There must be something 
wrong with me. Why did I go along with that? ••• 
• • • Why are all these people against me? ••• 
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To sum up, there were varying magnitudes of error responses, Some 
subjects (one-fourth) completely resisted pressures; however. no 
critical subject was completely unaffected by the experience. The 
postulate of increasing dependence upon the judgment of others in 
increasingly ambiguous st:lnmlus conditions is illustrated sharply 
by the data totals of trial number four (Table IV): more errors were 
committed on this trial than any other trial; indeed, there were 
double the number of errors over the next highest trial total (73 
vs. 31). Note also O (Figure 4) that the number o:f errors tends to 
taper off as the trials proceed toward termination. This is in-
dicative of some growing resistance to yielding which was borne 
out in the interviews. 
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Post-Trial Questionna,;i.:.re 
As previously stated, critical subjects were given post-experi-
mental questionnaires for self-reporting purposes. These were 
screened for any informative remarks such as prior awareness, valuable 
introspective statements, etc., in an attempt to aid reliability and 
validity of the data. Perhaps more revealing if not more informative 
in the collection of crucial data was the post-trial interview, dur-
ing which the critical subjects were again shown the critical card 
pairs on which errors had been committed, with the subjects once again 
requested to give judgment. Almost invariably this was a period of 
acute embarrassment and confession for the critical subject. Once 
she had admitted her compliance, the true nature of the experiment 
was revealed along with the experimenter's interpretation of the 
situation. No critical subject was allowed to leave the setting 
without being briefed on the true nature of the experiment and given 
a reading reference concerning the work of Asch. 
Distribution of Errors 
Several other observations are worthy of note. For instance, 
an examination of Table III will reveal that in the distribution of 
errors of individual subjects, a few individuals made a large number 
of errors, most individuals made moderate numbers of errors, and that 
a good number committed few or no errors. This indicates a roughly 
normal distribution. 
In addition, this study showed some evidence for the effect on 
an Alone subjectVs tendency to comply as a result of the manipulation 
TABLE IV 






























16 10 12 
8 4 2 
1 1 
29 17 15 
9 13 3 
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Figure 4. The Effect of the Size of the Group on the Conform-
ing Behavior of an Individual 
of the size of the unanimous majority. The writer decided to utilize 
eight confederates on the basis of Asch's findings (Figure 4) and 
phenomena observed during the several practice trials conducted be-
fore the actual experimental trials were undertaken for this study.· 
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Finally, inspection of Table V reveals that the critical sub-
ject who was last to give estimates was significantly influenced by 
her relationship with her partner. It is to be noted that the To-
getherness partner who gave estimates last committed 16 more errors 
then the corresponding Friends partner. Also, some evidence for a re-
ciprocal dependency function is illustrated by the error scores of 
the first partner to give estimates, in that the Togetherness partners 
in this position committed 13 more errors than did the corresponding 
Friends partners. This finding is consistent with the concept that 
the presence of a friend in this situation constitutes a reinforcing 
stimulus which functions as positive contributor to the subject's 
maintenance of a veritical frame of ref e:rence which enables him to 
make judgments that conform more closely to his previously established 
personal perceptual framework. 
Comparison with Asch 
The replication portion of the experiment produced data that are 
very similar to Asch' s data from his pioneeri:ng researches into this 
area. This consistency of results would tend to further validate this 
particular experimental design. 
TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF ERRORS: TOGEI'HERNESS VS. FRIENDS AS 
A MEASURE OF INTER-PARTNER DEPENDENCY 
TOGERTHERNESS DYAD FRIENDS DYAD 
POSITION 2j: io r,: 10 
EXPERIMENT TRIAL #= NUMBERS OF ERRORS7TRIAL 
1 0 1 2 0 
2 2 0 1 0 
3 2 0 1 ,1 
4 1 0 1 0 
.5 3 0 0 0 
6 4 2 2 2 
7 2 1 0 1 
8 0 1 3 3 
9 0 2 1 0 
10 2 1 0 0 
11 2 .3 l 0 
12 1 1 0 0 
.13 3 4 0 1 
14 1. 2 1 0 
15 4 2 2 0 
16 0 0 1 1 
17 1 2 1 0 
18 2 2 0 .... .i--· 
19 l l 1 1 
20 1 2 1 0 
TOTAL ERRORS 32 27 19 11 
CHAPTER V 
INTERPREI'ATION OF RESULTS 
Summary and Conclusions 
All the critical subjects who responded compliantly, i.e. errone-
ously, admitted their erroneous choice upon questioning. Subsequently, 
it may be concluded that all errors were a function of the majority 
pressures, the stimulus conditions, and personality factors of the sub-
jects. This is illustrated by comparison of data with the control 
group, the contribution of ambiguity, and the personal comments of the 
subjects, respectively. As an additional substantiation, note that 
there were but four errors of judgment by critical subjects out of 800 
neutral trial responses during actual experimental trials, i.e., the 
critical subject chose the wrong line when the majority was right. 
To summarize then, this study utilized an experimental setting to 
explore the effects of majority pressures on several types of minorities. 
The minorities consisted of the Alone, or minority of one versus a 
unanimous majority; the Togetherness Dyad, or two previously unfamiliar 
subjects versus the unanimous majority; and the Friends Dyad, or two 
subjects who are prior friends versus the unanimous majority. The 
majority consisted of eight confederates of the experimenter, who were 
instructed to purposely produce disagreement between the critical sub-
jects and themselves concerning a clear and simple issue of fact involv-
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ing a public judgment of a comparison of lengths of lines. All the 
subjects were white, undergraduate females between the ages of 17 and 
24. 
The majority contradictions caused a considerable deflection of 
est:imates ~y the critical subjects toward the majority norm. This may 
be verified by contrasting the error scores for the control group with 
any of the exper:imental groups. Simultaneously, however, the majority 
of responses (two-thirds or mor~) were preponderantly accurate, testify-
ing to the influence of a veritical judgmental framework within an al-
ready established perceptual frame of reference. 
Individual differences as related to resistance were marked. They 
ranged from complete independence to complete compliance. The majority 
effect was a function of the public character of the proceedings, the 
stimulus conditions, the majority position, and personal factors. 
Quantitative measurement was obtained through collection of error 
responses. It was predicted that the presence of a partner who is also 
a friend would substantially reduce compliant responses as contrasted 
with the presence of a partner previously unknown. Statistical analysis 
confirmed the significant difference as hypothesized. 
Qualitative results concerning the effects produced in the experi-
mental setting were provided by use of questionnaires and post-trial 
interviews. These indicated that the subjects endeavored to resolve 
their conflict as Asch relates: 
• ~ • by means of various hypotheses which they were 
compelled to surrender as the contradictions con-
tinued. The contradictions. f:requently produced con-
cern, doubt of one's accuracy, and temptation to 
join the majority. As the opposition persi1:1ted the 
reactions became increasingly sel.f-centered. Sub-
jects expressed fear of conspicuousness, of public 
exposure of personal defects, of group disapproval; 
they felt the loneliness of the situation. 
When questioned, the subjects who were previous friends admitted 
that having the friend as a partner was a considerable com.fort. Many 
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of these stated their uncertainty of predicted behavior as Alones or in 
the Togetherness Dyad. The togetherness subjects also expressed 
appreciation of the partner, but were of necessity not as aware of their 
presence as the friends were of each other. The support is definitely 
reflected in the error scores. 
Finally, the interviews indicated that the subjects offered varied 
reasons for their behavior such as basic confidence, embarrassment, fear 
and unawareness. 
Implications of the Study 
One of the obvious concepts is that almost all human beings experi ... 
ence and behave in a social context. Nan exists pr::J.marily within groups, 
for in society, we become dependent upon others for understanding, 
feeling, and the extension of the sense of reality. In addition, the 
group setting is a requirement for the development of self. However, 
these relations place a particular demand upon the participants in 
social action. If our dependence and trust are to have a solid ground, 
if we are to reach valid consensus, each must contribute from his under-
standing and feeling. Often, this condition is not fulfilled as illus-
strated by the example of the tale of the emporer 1 s new clothes, a 
situation of baseless consensus produced by the failure of each to make 
his proper contribution. 
In social learning, one learns what is acceptable behavior and 
what is not through a reinforcement process. He learns conforming be-
havior. His reference group builds socially approved forms of behaviou, 
i.e., norms, into him by rewarding him when his behavior conforms to 
their standards or punishing him when it does not. Generally, the 
group persuades the individual to adopt its standard of behavior. Or 
from the viewpoint of the individual, he is brought around to conform 
to group pressures. 
The subject of conformity is currently of popular interest in the 
everyday world, particularly amongst certain college groups. Protest-
ations of being likened to an IBM punch card and of being "just another 
number" resound loudly across the land. The author respectfully sub-
mits that misunderstanding of individual contribution, welfare of the 
group, and a basic and decisive lack of understanding concerning the 
difference in meaning and implication between the concepts of conform-
ity and compliance have greatly contributed to the unrest. 
A significant characteristic separating conformity and compliance 
is the function of contribution. Conformity involves a reciprocal con-
tribution between the individual and the group due to the internali-
zation of norms. The individual thus accepts his obligation to the 
group and the group reinforces the individual for conforming to its 
norms. On the other hand, compliance involves merely the surrender of 
the individual to a group in which he is not a member, of his right to 
dissent without any reciprocal reinforcement of a positive nature by 
the group for the welfare of the individual. 
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Conformity, compliance, resistance, and conversion share basic 
psychological processes in common, based on the fact that an individual 
requires a stable framework, including salient and firm reference points, 
in order to orient himself and to regulate his interactions with others. 
This framework consists of external and internal anchorages 11 ••• avail-
able to the individual whether he is aware of them or not." (Asch, 
1952) With an acceptable framework he can resist giving or accepting 
information that is inconsistent with that framework, or that requires 
him to relinquish it. In the absence of a stable frame of reference, 
the individual will actively seek to establish one through his own 
strivings by utilizing any meaningful information that is relevant to 
the context of interaction. Manipulators, by controlling the araount 
and kind of information available for a frame of reference, can lead 
i1'ldividuals to· embrace conforming attitudes which are entirely foreign 
to earlier pre-dispositions. 
Conversion can be produced by demonstrating the inadequacy of a 
presently accepted frame of reference, and then introducing another 
which is more satisfactory. Shifts in attitudes, opinions, understand-
ings and convictions can be wrought without the awareness of the person, 
under optimal conditions. Techniques of persuasion tn1d other forms of 
exerting influence are ba.sed on the subtle use o;f st:i.~ategies and tactics 
that a.re conducive to conversion. 
This study has shown that the mere presence of a dissenting voice 
greatly aids resistance of a person to compliance with an overwhelming 
majority. Perhaps this is one reason why tyrannical forms of govern-
ment cannot tolerate the least amount of opposition, for a little dis-
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sension serves to arouse much opposition. This lends great insight for 
military prisoners of war, particularly concerning interrogation and 
"brainwashing" activities directed against captives by captors. One in 
this predicament must avail himself of a friend, to help stabilize a 
perceptual frame of reference that the captors cannot readily restruc-
ture. A friend in this situation will be anyone who agrees to a shar-
ing of obligation in making a personal stand against a unanimous ma-
jority who are attempting to distort one's judgment of reality. In 
other words, compose a reference group in order to structure one's per-
ceptual framework. "For who is immune to thc,ughts of self-doubt under try-
ing circumstances? The following description by the famous and respect-
ed astronomer Tycho Brahe, of his discovery in 1572 of a new star, as 
quoted from Asch (1952), is a case in point: 
Last year (1572), in the month of November, on the 
eleventh day of that month, in the evening, after 
sunset, when, according to my habit, I was contem. 
plating the stars in a clear sky, I noticed that a 
new and unusual star, surpassing the other stars in 
brilliance, was shining almost directly above my head; 
and since I had, almost from boyhood, known all the 
stars of the heavens perfectly (there is no great dif-
ficulty in attaining that knowledge), it was quite evident 
to me that there had never before been any star in that 
place in the sky, even the smallest, to say nothing of a 
star so conspicuously bright as this one. I was so 
astonished at this sight that I was not ashamed to 
doubt the trustworthiness of my own eyes. But when I 
observed that others, too, on having the place pointed 
out to them, could see that there was really a star 
there, I had no further doubts. 
There exists the problem of defining the validity of consensus. 
What is it that gives consensus its validity, or better still, what 
makes it 11"truel' 1 Our Aschian group deliberately distorted reality in 
an attempt to sway others into an acceptance of the group's norm. No 
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conformity was produced in this situation, merely compliance, for once 
the social pressure was removed, the subjects readily admitted to the 
"actual truth" of which in reality constituted the correct choice. 
But will compliance evolve into conformity over a period of time if 
enough pressure is applied? .And if this occurred, would truth be abso-
lute or. relative in regard to consensual validation? These are ques-
tions for one to ponder well. 
Regarding perception itself, it is realized that we are not ac-
quiring an exact knowledge of the nature of the physical world through 
the use of our sense organs. For example, we know that color is not 
a physical phenomenon; it is a psychological one. Yet, we can all 
agree on what constitutes ''redness" through a consensual validation and 
this is essentially the method people employ in acceptance of what con= 
stitutes environmental reality. In common parlance, we all agree--and 
that's it! Exactly where does one apply the label of "truth", here? 
Essentially, there are two conceptions of validation in the con-
ventional sense, we agree because someone else has responded and it 
seems to work, or is reinforcing. This formulation reduces cognitive 
conditions to a minimum, in that an individual need not know why 
imitating the acts of others (or doing the opposite) works. Contrast 
this with the other conception of validation whereby it is assumed that 
there is a structural notion of agreement. The agreement of others is 
not needed herein, to establish or strengthen the grounds of one's be-
liefs. For example, I see the sun rise. The difference between the two 
conceptions of agreement may. be illustrated by referring to an important 
problem of scientific methodology whereby it is often stated that the 
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criterion of objectivity for scientific datum is agreement amongst ob-
servers. If several observers independently reach the same conclusion, 
it can claim to be established. (Relate this to Tycho Brahe). 
Here is the last quotation from Asch (1952): 
The statement that agreement arl'.l.ong observers is the 
criterion of objectivity contains a crude ambiguity. 
A scientific principle is not valid because it is 
generally believed. Discovery often has its start 
in the questioning by a single individual of a gen-
erally accepted view; shall we say that at the mom-
ent of discovery it lacks validity and that it gains 
in truth with the nmnber of adherents? It is of 
course equa.lly correct to say that general agreement 
can lull us into a sense of complacency and prevent our 
seeing problems. To avoid these difficulties, it has 
become usual to introduce the qualification that the 
observers who agree must be competent. The qualifi-
cation suffices to show what is at issue concerns 
more than sheer agreement. Agreement cannot have 
validity if it is merely a poo]ing of unreliable and 
untrustworthy processes of individuals. The value 
and dignity of agreement rests on the value and 
dignity of individual observes and thinkers •••• 
The perception of another cannot establish a 
certainty I already posess. Consensus is valid only 
to the extent to which each indi,ridual asserts his 
own relation to facts and retains his individuality; 
there can be no genuine agreement about facts or 
principles unless each adheres to the testimony of 
his experience and stead.fastly maintains his hold on 
reality ••• Only if this condition is fulfilled does 
agreement make its contribution. In this sense it 
follows that truth does not belong to groups or societies. 
The group and its consensus are not a criterion of truth; 
rather they must themselves submit to the requirements 
of validity. 
The author concurs with the aim of the quotation, but submits that 
we must still ask the question as to who vtlll determine what constitutes 
validation in a group context. those who compose the group, or others 
from outside the group? Many wars have been fought over this question, 
and the question still is basically unanswered. Asch has paraphrased 
William. James' famous remark that an idea works not because it is true, 
but is true because it works. 
To conclude this portion of the study let it be noted that the 
author has manipulated the variable of partner presence in order to 
illustrate the antithetical relationship of conformity and compliance. 
The presence of a friend reinforced the conforming responses of the 
individual with regard to his own beliefs as related to his perceptual 
process. Absence of reinforcement tended to increase _££mpliant re-
sponses of the individual in that his external responses were not con-
sistent with his perception and his internalized norms relating to the 
relationships of the judged stimuli. These factors illustrate that 
motivation can be intra-individually and inter-individually related. 
Suggestions for Future Study 
It is suggested that the extension portion of this study be re-
plicated in order to further validate the data. Subsequently, a fur-
ther extension may be performed on the Friends Dyad. Specifically, 
the variables of inter-personal relationship and internal factors may 
be investigated. DiJadic relationships such as husband-wife, brother-
sister 9 f ather .. son, etc. may be subjected to the majority pressures in 
attempts to derive fruitful insights. 
On the applied le~el, this experimental methodology could be pro-
fitably employed by the armed forces as a potent example of the effect 
of persuasion as related to the special training all military personnel 
receive regarding proper conduct in the event of capture and subse-
quent exposure to ''brainwashing" techniques and resistance to same. 
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Since experience and prior awareness seem to be key variables in relation 
to compliance in this type of situation, recognition of the particular 
situation with periodic reinforcement, might maintain a higher level of 
conscious motivation in regard to potential behavior in a prisoner of 
war status. A very potent and graphic illustration of the effects of 
group pressure would be supplied to military personnel through utili-
zation of a motion picture film, or by the actual observation of an 
Aschian situation, either by actual participation, or through indirect 
observation by one-way mirror, etc. It is believed that great benefit 
would be gained from this experience. 
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. Please Answer the Following Truthfully and to the Best of Your Knowl-
edge. All information Will be Held in Confidence. Do Not place your 
name on this fo:i;-m. Thank you for your cooperation, Please do not 
discuss this experiment with anyone else, as it will bias the results 
if these persons are potential subjects. 
1. DID YOU KNOW THE TRUE PURPOSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT BEFOREHAND? 
2. DID YOU KNOW ANY OF THE OTHER MEMBERS OF THE GROUP BEFORE THE 
EXPERIMENT? IF SO, WHO, , AND HOW WELL 7 
3. PLEASE STATE YOUR REACTIONS TO THE EXPERIMENT AND TELL WHY YOU DID 
OR DID Nor AGREE WITH THE GROUP WHEN THEY WERE LIEING. 
4 ~·· IF YOU BROUGH!' A FRIEND, WAS SHE AN AID AND COMFORT TO YOU IN 
RESISTING THE PRESSURES OF THE MAJORITY? 
5. IF YOU DID. NOT BRING A FRIEND, AND YOU REALIZED THAT SOMEONE ELSE 
WAS AGREEING WITH YOU ON THE "LIE" TRIALS, WAS THIS A COMFORT TO 
YOU? DID YOU KNOW THIS PERSON BEFORE THE EXPERIMENT? HOW WELL? -
6. IF YOU DID HAVE A PARTNER OF SOME TYPE: HOW DO YOU THINK YOU 
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